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Air Forces 
where jai is the number of bits assigned for k.. The quantized output k iq is generated according to :
A. Linear Quantization Scheme
In this method of quantization ,the range of each reflection coefficient k i is divided into Q (i) intervals of equal length.
INTRODUCTION
In LL vocoder, the transmission parameters are the reflection coefficients, the pitch period the residual gain, and. voed/unvoiced decision. The bulk of the total number of bits per frame is used for coding the receiving end. Therefore, coding of the reflection coefficients is important to minimize the transmission rate for given synthetic speech quality or to optimize the speech quality at a specified transmission rate.
Various quantization schemes of the reflection coefficients have been proposed since research on LPC for speech bandwidth compression began. These are the linear (direct) quantization scheme [1] , the piece wise linear quantization scheme [2], the equal area quantization scheme [3] , the LAR quantization scheme [4] and the inverse sine quantization scheme [1] .
In this paper, these quantization schemes are used individually in LPC vocoder and the performance of the synthetic speech is studied for the same transmission rate. The LPC distance measure (between the original speech signal and the distorted synthetic speech signal due to quantization) proposed by Itakura [3] is used for this performance study.
Section II concerns the description of these five quantization schemes. Section III concerns the description of the experiment used for this study and the obtained results. section IV concerns the main conclusions of this study.
II. QUANTIZATION SCHEMES
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1 where p is the number of reflection coefficients and
,... . Figure 1 . Linear Quantization Scheme.
B. Piece wise Linear Quantization Scheme
The quantization scheme for coding the reflection coefficients in this case uses piece wise linear quantization and requires statistical properties of the reflection coefficients. Rather than making quantizing levels uniform throughout the range of coefficient value, we divide the range of each coefficient. into three regions and assign a different number of quantization levels to each region. This is shown in Figure 2 . Note that, before the range of each coefficient is divided into three regions, the minimum value, R0 (1), , and the maximum value R 3 (1) , of each coefficient k i are set on the basis of experimental observation.
The range of each coefficient is then divided into three regions by specifying R1 (1) and R (i) according to the distribution of the coefficient values and the desired quantization accuracy in each region. Also, the number of quantization levels in each region depends on the frequency of occurrence of the coefficient val and on the quantization accuracy.
FAute 2. Piece wise Linear Quantization for Coding of a Reflection Coefficient.
Algebraically, the coding of a coefficient with piece wise linear quantization is done, depending on the region in which the coefficient value falls, one of the following equations is used :
where k i is the coded i-th coefficient, and a double bracket [f 11
indicates integer truncation. It is to be noted that for binary encoding we always have :
where Oi is the number of bits required for coding the i-th coefficient.
The decoding of ki is done by inverse process. The decoded i-th coefficient k-, corresponding to equations (5), (6), 4nd (7) is :
-(ki -Q3 -0.5)(R2 -Ri )/Q2 < ki < R2 (10)
)(R(i) -R"))/Q(i) . R(i) <k.<R(i) (11) 1 1

C. Equal-Area Quantization Scheme
The concept of equal area quantization scheme is based on the use of the distribution of coefficient values. The scheme uses an equal probability quantizing algorithm wherein the quantizer levels are made to .occur with equal probability of occurrence. If the value of k i falls within this interval, it will be quantized into the midpoint of this interval ( Figure 3) . 
is the probability density function (pdf) of the coefficient k i .
The quantized output k iq is generated according to : 
D. Log Area Ratio (LAR) Quantization Scheme
The LAR coding stheme transforms ki into a new function gi : For decoding process inverse transformation is used.
Inverse Sine Quantization Scheme :he inverse sine coding scheme transforms ki into a new funci..,-e such that :
These nonlinear transformed parameters (0,) are then linearly quantized in the range The quantization interval (eimin'eimax)* (i) of the transformed parameter ei is given by :
-e. 
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
A. Experiment
This performance study is done using a computer simulation and changing the quantization process in the simulation in each case to be compatible with the used quantization scheme. The used file for testing these quantization schemes is a real speech signal sampled at 10 kHz frequency for the words "SPEECH CODING". The frame length is 200 samples (20 msec frame size)
The used computer for performing this study is ICL 2960. The number of bits assigned for the reflection coefficients are fixed for all used quantization schemes and are as follows : (5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3) .
B. Results
The average LPC distance measure over all frames, over voiced frames , and over unvoiced frames is shown in Table 1 rc. Comments on the Results 1-The effect of these quantization schemes on the synthetic speech quality in the unvoiced frames is approximately the same. 2-The effect of these quantization schemes on the synthetic speech quality in the voiced frames are quite different and the most efficient scheme is the inverse sine scheme. 3-The most efficient scheme for all frames in the used file is the inverse sine quantization scheme while, the linear quantization scheme is the least efficient one , however it is the simplest one to implement.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Five different quantization schemes for reflection coefficits are studied and evaluated. The evaluation is done in three cases over all frames, over voiced frames, and over unvoiced frames of the used file. The evaluation criterion is the synthetic speech quality for the same transmission rate. The results indicate that for this file , the most'efficient scheme is the inverse sine scheme, while the linear quantization scheme is the least efficient one, however, it is the simplest one to implement.
